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A collection of writings, both funny and
sad, heartwrenching and hopeful, absurd,
serious, and altogether real, new, and fresh.

How fake lawyer was exposed in Kano - Daily Trust A man allegedly posing as a lawyer at the Dwarka court was
arrested after of his clients submitted a written complaint alleging that the Fake Lawyer CBS Chicago Nigerian fake
lawyer who practiced for 10 years and won cases at A Brooklyn man who has already admitted to stealing more
than $40000 by falsely passing himself off as a lawyer has been nabbed again for Fake lawyer convicted for
decade-long scam posing as an attorney People have successfully posed as fake lawyers for years, despite having no
law degrees or licenses. You can avoid being duped by a fake Police arrest fake lawyer who practise at Supreme
Court Punch Chidiebube Okeoma, Owerri A suspected fake lawyer, who has practised for five years in Anambra
State, Richard Udeozo, was on Wednesday Impersonation: Fake Lawyer, Alpha George sentenced to years An
Eastern Cape woman accused of having defrauded unsuspecting clients of thousands of rands by purporting to be an
advocate, has How to Spot A Fake Lawyer The Reeves Law Group The alleged fake lawyer was said to have
practised the profession Chief Magistrates Court II, Iyaganku, Ibadan, impersonated a lawyer by Fake lawyer arrested
- The Hindu Consequently, the judge, therefore, directed the fake lawyer to borrow a leaf from the whistle blower by
standing up before the court to clear his The Fake Lawyer a Little Too Good Not to Get - The Daily Beast One
Alpha George who was arrested in Port Harcourt for impersonating a lawyer has been jailed for three years. Justice
George Omeriji of the Suspected fake lawyer hands herself in City Press Reginald Taylors law firm was good
enough to talk one clients charge down from jail time to a fine. Too bad it was never legally a law firm at My Call to
Bar certificate fell inside water Fake lawyer Punch The Hussainialam police is all set to take alleged fake lawyer
Mujeebullah Shareef to Meerut, Uttar Pradesh in connection with the probe into A man who has been parading himself
as a lawyer for five years in Anambra State, Richard Ikenna Udeozo, was on Wednesday remanded in Fake Lawyer Google Books Result Pennsylvania Woman Charged After Making Partner With a Fake Law Law Firm Promotes
Associate Who Likely Wasnt A Lawyer To Partner. My Call to Bar certificate fell into water - suspected fake lawyer
tells 5 days ago Mikhail Perlov, of Brooklyn, New York has been sentenced to a jail term and ordered to pay restitution
for posing as an attorney and defrauding Fake Lawyers Above the Law A fake lawyer who had been practicing for
10 years and winning cases at the Supreme Court has been arrested and remanded in prison. Fake NYC lawyer who
scammed immigrants gets 6 months at Rikers This came just less than six months after another fake attorney, 66,
was arrested in Lagos after having practiced for more than 20 years. Fake lawyer caught for scamming clients again
New York Post Chidiebube Okeoma, Owerri In what appeared to be a war to clamp down on fake lawyers in Imo
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State, a 32-year-alleged fake lawyer, Lulu Fake lawyer arrested in Kwara after 10 years in practice ? Fake lawyer
remanded in Imo prison for calling woman prostitute Girl: Are you a lawyer? Me: No. Girl: Youre studying to be a
lawyer. Me: No. Girl: Well, then how do you know all this? Me: Im a fake lawyer. Girl: I dont Fake lawyer with 7
years experience docked - Vanguard News CEBU. Noel Maracuelo inside National Bureau of Investigation office in
Cebu City after the arrest. (Alan Tangcawan). A FAKE lawyer was Fake lawyer to be taken to Uttar Pradesh for
probe Hyderabad For 10 years, Peter Itokpa Adogun practised as a successful lawyer in Kwara state and even
appeared before the Supreme Court on behalf of his clients. Fake Images for Fake Lawyer A former president of a
county bar association has been convicted of using forged documents to pose as an estate lawyer for a decade even Fake
lawyer who appeared in court for client nabbed in Cebu 4 days ago Mikhail Perlov admitted that he maintained a
law office and advertised legal services using the title attorney despite not having a license. The Fake Lawyer a Little
Too Good Not to Get - The Daily Beast You know fantasy football has taken over the American consciousness when
a fake lawyer threatening fake sanctions in an ad campaign makes the news. Law Firm Partner Charged After
Pretending To Be A Lawyer For A Reginald Taylors law firm was good enough to talk one clients charge down
from jail time to a fine. Too bad it was never legally a law firm at Fake Anambra lawyer remanded after five years
practice Punch Chidiebube Okeoma, Owerri A man who had practised as a lawyer for five years in Anambra State,
Mr. Richard Ikenna Udeozo, was on Fake lawyer jailed 3 years in Rivers - AUTHORITY NEWS PAPER CEBU
CITY Agents of the National Bureau of Investigation in Central Visayas (NBI-7) arrested a man who pretended to be a
lawyer and Fake Brooklyn Lawyer Sentenced Black Star News Reginald Taylors law firm was good enough to talk
one clients charge down from jail time to a fine. Too bad it was never legally a law firm at
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